
PRIVACY POLICY APPLICABLE TO CONTROLLERS, MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS AND/OR
PATIENTS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY USING AUTOSCRIBER’S VOICE TO EPF, TEXT OR

ENTITY TECHNOLOGY

1. GENERAL

Introduction

Autoscriber B.V., having its registered office at High Tech Campus 6a 5656 AE Eindhoven, registered
with the Chamber of Commerce under number 83055150, and all its affiliated companies
(Autoscriber) makes available to parties (including but not limited to hospitals and GP practices) (the
Controller) its i) voice-to-electronic patient file (EPF) technology; ii) voice-to-text technology; and iii)
voice-to-entity technology (together the Technologies) through its platform accessible via
flow.autoscriber.com] (the Platform) under separate Software-as-a-Service Agreements (SaaS).

In doing so, Autoscriber takes a careful approach to the personal data of the persons actually using
the Platform on behalf of the Controller (such as doctors, surgeons, nurses, medical interns etc.,
hereinafter referred to as the (Medical Practitioner) on the one hand, and the patient and,
optionally, their companions on the other hand (hereinafter referred to as the Patient). Controllers,
Medical Practitioners and Patients hereinafter also collectively referred to as ‘you’.

This privacy policy of Autoscriber (Privacy Policy) outlines the personal data Autoscriber collects,
why Autoscriber collects it and what Autoscriber does with such personal data when Medical
Practitioners and Patients (indirectly) use the Platform.

Platform scope and role Autoscriber

The Platform enables Medical Practitioners to easily process the conversations with its Patients by
using (one of) the Technologies.

This Privacy Policy aims to provide the broadest possible view of the personal data that is or may be
processed via the Platform. However, since Autoscriber is no participant to the conversation between
the Medical Practitioner and its Patients, Autoscriber has no full insight on all information being
actually exchanged during the conversation between the Patient and the Medical Practitioner.
Autoscriber records the whole conversation and therefore more data may be processed than stated in
this Privacy Policy.

2. GROUNDS

Autoscriber processes personal data on the basis of the following grounds which are included in the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR):

1. consent;
2. execution of an agreement (including the SaaS);
3. legal obligation; and
4. legitimate interest of Autoscriber.

Legitimate interest includes advertising, marketing, security, auditing, fraud detection, (crime)
prevention, (market) research and analysis and improvement of the Technologies and Platform,
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internal management, legal affairs and business administration. Below is always indicated which basis
applies to a specific processing.

3. DATA, PURPOSES AND APPLICABLE GROUNDS

In this paragraph Autoscriber aims to inform Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients about the
data Autoscriber processes, for which purpose(s) and on which ground(s).

Create an account: to create an account, the Controller and/or the Medical Practitioner must: (i)
provide its contact information, being: name of the organization, first name, last name and email
address); (ii) username; and (iii) password. Ground 2. applies.

Payment: for the payment of the fees relating to the use of the Platform the Controller must provide
Autoscriber with the Controller’s payment details being the payment method and financial data, such
as credit card and/or bank account information. Ground 2. applies.

Information Messages: Autoscriber may use the Controllers’ and or Medical Practitioner’s contact
information (as specified above) to send information messages (not marketing communications)
necessary for the use of the Platform. Ground 2. applies.

Performance of the SaaS: to comply with its obligations under the SaaS it’s required that Autoscriber
processes (special categories of) personal data, being the recordings of the conversations between
the Medical Practitioner and the Patient (the Recordings) and any other (special categories of)
personal data entered into the Platform by the Medical Practitioner in relation to the Patient (Other
Data). These Recordings and Other Data contain (sensitive) personal data (such as but not limited to:
name, date of birth, address, contact information, complaints, diagnoses, medication use, allergies,
height, weight, medical history, blood group).

With respect to the Controller ground 2. applies.

With respect to the Medical Practitioners and the Patient the Controller has to get the explicit consent
of the Medical Practitioners and the Patients for the recording and processing of the Recordings and
Other Data. Autoscriber does not have a direct relationship with the Medical Practitioners and/or
Patients. Medical Practitioners and/or Patients who wish to access, correct or delete the Recordings
and or Other Data have to contact the Controller.

The Controller is at all times responsible for the Recordings and Other Data that is processed using the
SaaS. The Controller determines i) what data is stored and/or processed in the log files; ii) what
grounds apply to the processing; and iii) how long the data is kept. Autoscriber has concluded a
processing agreement with the Controller, under which its determined that Autoscriber acts as a data
processor (as defined in the GDPR) for the Controller, based on the performance of the SaaS by
Autoscriber for the Controller.

Improving Autoscriber’s Technologies: Autoscriber may store the Recordings and Other Data to
improve Autoscriber’s Technologies. For this purpose Autoscriber needs the explicit consent of the
Medical Practitioner, the Patient and their companions. Before the start of each recording session, the
Medical Practitioner and a the Patients (and if applicable, companion(s)) are asked to give their
explicit consent . The Medical Practitioner will log the consent of every party by ticking the consent
boxes in the Platform. Prior to this, the Medical Practitioners, the Patients and, if applicable the
companion(s), are given insight on the data processing by Autoscriber with the purpose to improve



Autoscriber’s Technologies via an verbal explanation by the Medical Practitioner and a information
leaflet.  In case a party consents to this form of data processing, ground 1. applies.

If the Medical Practitioner or the Patient(s) or, if applicable, a companion do not give their consent for
the processing of the Recordings and Other Data by Autoscriber to improve Autoscriber’s
Technologies, Autoscriber will not store the Recordings and Other Data for this purpose.

Forwarding of Recordings to the Patient: if the Patient wants to receive the Recordings, the Patient
must provide the Medical Practitioner with its e-mail address and mobile phone number. The Medical
Practitioner shall enter this data into the Platform for the purpose of forwarding the Recordings to the
Patient, after which Autoscriber shall forward the Recordings to the Patient. Ground 1. applies.

Data aggregation: in order to minimize the processing of personal data, Autoscriber may aggregate or
encrypt personal data to create anonymous data that cannot subsequently be traced back to a natural
person. Ground 4. applies.

Compliance with (local) law: in order to comply with applicable law, Autoscriber may be required to
process personal data for purposes other than those set out in this Privacy Policy, for example for law
enforcement and in case of a court order. Ground 3. applies.

Fraud detection: Autoscriber processes personal data for fraud detection and to prevent fraud and
abuse. If Autoscriber has a reasonable suspicion of, or determines that there has been, any fraud,
scam or criminal activity attributable to Controllers and Medical Practitioners, personal data will be
processed in order to prevent Controllers and Medical Practitioners from using the Platform in the
future. Depending on the processing, either ground 3. or 4. is applicable.

Customer Service: Autoscriber may collect and share personal data to provide (international) customer
service for the Controller and Medical Practitioners. For example, Autoscriber may collect (telephone)
requests received by the Autoscriber service center and the related responses, together with the other
contact details (as described above). This way Autoscriber can better respond to enquiries. Depending
on the processing, either ground 1. or 4. is applicable.

Marketing: to the extent permitted by applicable law, Autoscriber may use the Controllers’ and/or
Medical Practitioner’s contact information (as defined above) for marketing communications, such as
newsletters. Controllers’ and/or Medical Practitioner’s may unsubscribe from these at any time. The
newsletter may also contain information and offers from other parties. Each newsletter contains a link
that allows Controllers’ and/or Medical Practitioner’s to unsubscribe from the newsletter. The
newsletter subscribers file will not be provided to third parties, unless Controllers’ and/or Medical
Practitioner’s have given their explicit permission. Depending on the processing, base 1. or 4. is
applicable.

4. STORAGE PERIOD OF PERSONAL DATA

Autoscriber will retain personal data for no longer than permitted under applicable law or where
Autoscriber believes it is necessary and appropriate to retain personal data for a longer period. In any
event, the data required to create an account (as described above, is only applicable to the Controller
and/or the Medical Practitioner) will be retained for as long as the Controller and/or the Medical
Practitioners use the Platform. After unsubscribing or deleting the account, the Controllers’ and/or the
Medical Practitioners account data will be kept for a period up to 2 years.



If the Medical Practitioner and the Patient gave Autoscriber consent for the storage of Recordings and
Other Data with the purpose to improve the Autoscriber technologies, Autoscriber will retain such
Recordings and Other Data for a maximum period of 5 (five) years, unless the Medical Practitioner and
or the Patients withdraw their consent earlier (in this context please see paragraph 8, your rights).

If you are a Patient, please note that Autoscriber doesn’t have any control about the retention of
personal data by the Controller and/or the Medical Practitioner in your EPF (or any other form of data
retention by the Controller and/or the Medical Practitioner), please see paragraph 3, under
‘Performance of the SaaS’ in this context.

If you have any questions about the retention period for personal data, please contact Autoscriber
using the contact details as set out in paragraph 11 (contact details).

5. PROVISION OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD PARTIES

In the cases listed below, Autoscriber shares personal data with third parties.

Service providers: Autoscriber may share personal information for the purposes set forth in this
Privacy Policy with service providers which provide Autoscriber with services in relation to the
Platform, such as hosting, data analysis and storage, payment processing, information technology and
related infrastructure, customer service, product design, product diagnostics, email delivery, credit
card processing, auditing, and marketing. Autoscriber only shares personal data with service providers
that provide sufficient safeguards to protect personal data. Depending on the processing, either
ground 2. or 4. applies.

Competent Authorities: Autoscriber discloses personal data to law enforcement authorities and other
public authorities to the extent required by law or strictly necessary for the prevention, detection or
prosecution of criminal offences and fraud. Ground 4. applies.

Transfer: Autoscriber may transfer personal data to third parties in the event that Autoscriber is
subject to a merger, acquisition, reorganization, sale of business units or bankruptcy. In this case
Autoscriber will ask for your prior consent, if this is required under applicable law. Ground 4. applies.

If the above organizations are regarded as processors under the European privacy legislation,
Autoscriber will enter into a processing agreement with them. Processing of personal data will only
take place on Autoscriber’s instruction and under Autoscriber’s responsibility.

6. TRANSFER PERSONAL DATA ABROAD

Autoscriber’s services are managed and operated from the Netherlands. If, however, personal data is
provided to a third party abroad, this will only be done to a third party in a country which, according
to the European Commission, provides a level of protection that is appropriate for personal data. If
this level of protection is not adequate, Autoscriber shall ensure that the legally required safeguards
are made, such as the conclusion of an EU model contract. At the time of drafting this Privacy Policy,
all personal data is processed within the Netherlands.
At the time of drafting this Privacy Policy, your personal data will only be transferred abroad in the
context of research and development services with the purpose of the improvement of the technology
of the Platform. The research and development services are performed on behalf of Autoscriber in
South Africa (address The Waterclub Unit 2C, Granger Bay Blvd 8005 – Cape Town, South Africa).
Autoscriber ensures that your personal data is processed with the utmost care in accordance with the
law. In that regard, Autoscriber concluded a data processing agreement and strict security measures



are taken to safeguard your personal data. See paragraph 7 for more information about our security
measures.

7. SECURITY

Autoscriber endeavours to do everything in its ability to protect personal data. To this end, Autoscriber
uses technical and organizational security measures to protect the personal data Autoscriber
administers against manipulation, loss, destruction and access by unauthorized persons. These
security measures are constantly improved in line with technological developments. For example, i) no
personal data leaves the cloud, ii) access to personal data is only granted on a "need to know" basis
to employees and third party service providers who have passed a police clearance check (in Dutch:
‘VOG’) on company laptop through a secured VPN tunnel; and iii) data in the cloud is encrypted using
customer managed keys. Furthermore, the Platform is continuously updated with the latest security
updates.

8. YOUR RIGHTS

Autoscriber would like to point under the GDPR Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients are
entitled to:

- ask Autoscriber for an explanation of what personal data Autoscriber holds about Controllers,
Medical Practitioners and Patients and what Autoscriber does with it;

- get access to the exact personal data Autoscriber holds about Controllers, Medical
Practitioners and Patients;

- have incorrect data corrected;
- have obsolete personal data removed;
- withdraw the Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients consent; and
- object to a certain use of personal data.

To do so, please contact Autoscriber using the contact details as set out in paragraph 11 (contact
details).

If, despite Autoscriber’s efforts to ensure the accuracy of personal data, there is incorrect information
stored, Autoscriber will correct it at the Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients request.

Please note that, if you are a Medical Practitioner or a Patient, in some cases Autoscriber might refer
your request to the Controller.

9. COMPLAINTS

Please feel free to contact Autoscriber in case of complaints about Autoscriber’s processing of personal
data via the contact details as ascribed below.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, under the European privacy legislation Controllers, Medical
Practitioners and Patients also have the right to file a complaint directly with the Dutch Authority for
the Protection of Personal Data (in Dutch: Autoritieit Persoonsgegevens) about the way Autoscriber
processes personal data.

Please note that, if you are a Medical Practitioner or a Patient, in some cases Autoscriber might refer
your complaints to the Controller.



10. AMENDMENTS

Autoscriber reserves the right to amend this Privacy Policy. The most recent version of this Privacy
Policy can be found on Autoscriber’s website: https://autoscriber.com/ at all times. Autoscriber
recommends that Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients regularly check Autoscriber’s website
to see whether an updated version of this Privacy Policy is available.

11. CONTACT DETAILS

If Controllers, Medical Practitioners and Patients have any questions about this Privacy Policy or
Autoscriber’s processing of personal data, please contact Autoscriber by using the contact details
below.

Autoscriber B.V.
High Tech Campus 6 a
5656 AE EINDHOVEN
+31 85 04 701 81
privacy@autoscriber.com

12. VERSION

This Privacy Policy was last modified on 16-06-2022.

https://autoscriber.com/

